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Abstract
In compliance with its mandate to establish standards of safety and to provide for

their application with respect to radiation sources, the International Atomic Energy Agency
has developed a subprogramme aimed at providing Member States guidance and assistance
on achieving regulatory control and the safe use of the sources. The guidance addresses the
establishment of a Regulatory Programme, with focus on a system for notification and
authorization (registration and licensing) and inspection of radiation sources, including
check lists for review of safety. It also includes methods for assessing its effectiveness of the
Regulatory Programme and is complemented with tools for the management of data by the
Regulatory Authority and Services to assist Member States in assessment and implementation
of the programme. In addition, technical guidance for the safety of radiation sources includes
both prospective and retrospective safety assessment. Retrospective methods have been used
resulting in the publication and dissemination of information and lessons from accidents, both
individual accident reports and lessons from collection of accident for the practices with
major sources (industrial radiography, irradiators and radiotherapy). Prospective methods
will include guidance on the application of the principles of radiation protection to potential
exposure, as well as methods to apply the principles, such as identification and evaluation of
scenarios. Practice specific reports will address the major radiation sources. A research
programme will be dedicated to apply Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) to radiation
sources.

1. Introduction
The statutory mandate requires the IAEA "... to establish standards of Safety... and to

provide for their application ...". Concerning radiation sources, the standards of safety are
established in the FA0/IAEA/ILO/NEA(0ECD)/PAH0/WH0 International Basic Safety
Standards for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for the Safety of Radiation Sources
(BSS)[1]. The BSS place requirements on registrants and licensees, who have, therefore, the
primary responsibility for applying the Standards. Governments, however, have the
responsibility for the enforcement, generally through a system that includes a Regulatory
Authority; in addition governments, generally provide for certain services that exceed or that
complement the capabilities of the legal persons authorized to conduct practices involving
radiation sources. The Standards are based, therefore, on the presumption that a national
infrastructure is in place enabling the Government to discharge its responsibilities for
radiation protection and safety.

2. Regulatory infrastructure
The subprogramme described below, includes activities carried out in the recent years

as well as activities planned until the end of the year 2000. In providing for the application of
the Standards, the subprogramme addresses the establishment of the regulatory infrastructure
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in the first place. Provisions are to be made to assist in ensuring that no source escapes the
regulatory control in any of the steps and between steps (see figure). This is achieved by
compliance with BSS administrative requirements, i.e., by an effective system of notification
and authorization (registration and licensing).

Manufacturer

Export/import

Distribution

Installation and
Commissioning

—

Use in medicine,
research, industry, others

Decommissioning

Return or disposal

External transport, receipt;
internal movements and
storage of radioactive
materials may occur at and in
between the various steps.
Regulatory control has to be
exercised in all of them.

2.1. Development of the infrastructure
In a Provisional Standards Series [2], guidance is provided on how to optimize and

integrate each element of a regulatory infrastructure with its other elements. The elements
covered include regulations, authorization, exemption, inspection, enforcement, accident
investigation and dissemination of information. More specifically, the system of notification
and authorization, and the options for combining registration and licensing are discussed in
terms of the number and size of radiation practices within the country, size of staff and its
level of training, and the availability of expert consultant assistance. An example of
legislation to establish a Regulatory Authority as contemplated in the BSS, and sample
regulations based upon the BSS is also provided in an Annex.

Once the system has being designed, there is a need for advice on how to implement it.
A draft Technical Document [3] describes methods and review plans to facilitate authorization
inspection of radiation sources, including the preparation and conduction of an inspection and
follow up action. The document includes annexes with practice specific checklists for safety
review for authorization and inspection.
2.2. Assessment by peer review of effectiveness of a regulatory programme.

Appraisal of the effectiveness at the different stages of the organization and
implementation of the programme is essential to correct weaknesses and optimize resources, a
Safety Report [4] provides advice on conduction of peer reviews using a methodology and
performance criteria and on how to obtain qualitative and quantitative information and its
analysis against the performance criteria,
2.3. Regulatory authority information system

The management of the regulatory programme needs prompt and updated information
on the location of radiation sources in the country, the facilities, on the authorization process,
the inspection and enforcement actions, the dosimetry of occupationally exposed personnel
and performance indicators both at level of individual installations and at national level. For
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Infrastructure, described in another paper of the Conference, and is particularly efficient in the
case of RAIS.
2.4. Advisory services on the regulatory control of radiation sources

As indicated in the previous paragraph, Member States may need assistance in
appraising the status of their regulatory programmes and identifying regulatory programme
weaknesses and in providing recommendations for improving implementation of the BSS.
The subprogramme includes an Advisory Service to provide this assistance in form of peer
reviews. The task of this review may also include to prepare or comment on the relevant
legislation and regulations; prepare practice specific regulations and codes of practice; help
optimize efficiency and effectiveness in the regulatory programme; and assist in conducting
authorization reviews for complex, one of a kind, uses within the country, e.g., a large product
irradiator.

Such Advisory Service to Member States may also help lay a foundation for greater
regional exchange of information and mutual assistance on regional kinds of issues. In other
words, this could be described as "regional networking" among professionals within national
Regulatory Programmes.

3. Safety assessment
So far a description of organizational measures has been presented in this paper. The

next step is to provide technical recommendation and advice on how to anticipate "what can
go wrong" and to assess whether measures for prevention and mitigation. To carry out this
task, two methods are available: prospective and retrospective methods.

Retrospective methods by feedback from experience have benefits and limitations: It is
straightforward to use information about causes and consequences of actual accidents; it is
easily understood by anyone and therefore is very useful to create awareness; preventive
measures derived from lessons learned from accidents, drastically reduce the potential for
future events.

The main limitation of retrospective methods is that lessons from experience are based
on events known to have occurred, and therefore they may overlook potential accidents, i.e.,
accidents that were not reported or potential accident that did not occur yet. On the other
hand, prospective methods put possible accident scenarios in perspective in a systematic way,
and by quantification of probabilities, identify weaknesses, even if they never manifest in an
accident.

Both methods are part of the subprogramme as described below.
3.1. Retrospective safety assessment

The Agency has investigated some of the accidents and collected information of
others. The information is disseminated in two ways: in form of reports of individual
accidents and of lessons from a large number of practice specific collection of events.

Report of individual radiological accidents have been published: Goiania, El Salvador,
Soreq, Hanoi, Nesvizh,. The following are in preparation: Tammiku, San Jose de Costa Rica
(in press), Iran and Georgia (in preparation) [5-10].

Three reports have been prepared on practice specific lessons learned from accidents:
industrial irradiators (eight events), industrial radiography (43 events) and radiotherapy (93
events). In addition a draft Safety Guide on the Safety of Radiation Sources provides guidance
to meet the BSS principal requirements and the detailed requirements on the safety of sources,
based primarily on the feedback from operational experience. The guide covers all practices
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and addresses the design and operation of sealed and unsealed sources and radiation
generators.

Finally, a continuing activity to collect further information from experience, consists
of an International Reporting System of Unusual Radiation Events (RADEV); the system is
expected to benefit from and to Member States and professional associations.

Guidance on a systematic approach for investigating accidents involving radiation
sources and deriving lessons learned has been prepared (final draft)[ll]. The methodology
includes categorization of accidents, investigation team composition; organization, planning
and conduct of the investigation; data collection and analysis; content of a formal
investigation report; and dissemination of information.
3.2. Prospective safety assessment

To comply with the BSS requirements on protection against potential exposure, a
Safety Guide has been included in the subprogramme. The document will provide guidance
on application of the principles of protection to potential exposure, methods to identify and
perform an assessment of scenarios; it finally will provide examples of application of the
principles to selected scenarios.

The Guide will be supplemented by practice specific Safety Reports in which
prospective assessment to major specific sources will be applied: three reports are planned for
the following sources: industrial irradiators, industrial radiography, and radiotherapy.

The subprogramme includes encouraging research and development by investigating
methods and procedures to apply Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) to major radiation
sources; developing tools for implementing procedures to apply PSA to radiation sources and
specifying data requirements for PSA application and methods of data collection.

4. Training
The programme includes training manuals, practical radiation safety manuals and

visual aids on the subject described above for use in training events for the development of
manpower in Member States. The events may be interregional, or regional, usually organized
by the IAEA and national, usually run by the country.
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